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SJSU football star 
Robert  Overly faces two charges of 
making 
false
 reports to police and one 
charge
 of vandalism in con-
nection
 with a false rape report received 
by University Police 
Nov. 14. After a warrant 
was  issued for his arrest, he 
surrendered Nov. 19 
and was released on his own 
recognizance 
labovel. 
By Julie Levy 
Staff Writer 
SJSU 
football star Robert Overly 
was 
arraigned Monday in 
Santa  Clara County 
Municipal Court on charges of making a false 
emergency report to police, making a false 
report of a felony 
in
 progress and vandalizing a 
telephone.
 
All three charges are misdemeanors 
stemming from a Nov. 14 incident in which 
university
 police received a call from a blue light 
phone 
located  on Ninth Street. 
The caller said "I'm being raped, I'm being 
raped" and the phone went dead, police report. 
When police arrived at the phone, no 
one was 










rip  the receiver
 from the 
telephone.
 
A friend of 




Jeffrey  Jensen, 
told  police he was





















sentenced  to up 


























By Michael Liedtke 
Staff  Writer 
Will Jack go to the 
school on a 
hill? 
What once was just 
an 
ungerminated  seed in the 
rumor 
mill  has blossomed 
into a full-















 or succumb 
to









fulfull  the 
remaining three years
 of his 
contract with SJSU, 
a schoc! 
which may soon
 lose its Division 
1-A athletic status? 
Or should he submit
 to the 
obvious allure of 
California, a 
school with  
a big-time athletic 
budget in 
a big-time athletic 
conference? 
"I 










"No concrete decisions have 
been made 
yet," said Muts 
Horikawa, the director of the 
Spartan Foundation, after 
emerging from an early morning 
conference with Elway. 
However, 
a ray of light 
should be shed upon Elway's 
shadowy future very soon. 
California is planning to an-
nounce its new head coach within 






that Elway is 
Cal's  leading 




discussed  the job 
thoroughly
 and I've enjoyed 
all  
my 
visits with Jack," Maggard
 
said.
 "I am very 
impressed  with 
Jack." 
Maggard said he 




 Cal job this 
week.  
but 
refused  to 
divulge
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 and Gregor Nelson 
relax 
under their creation,
 an art project entitled 
"Thinker Toys." This 
type crf art is called 
modular








 in an infinite 
variety  of 
ways. "Thinker 















Dave Albright, Ken Delgado, 
Thomas  
Larson, Phillip Moore and Henry Ramelli were 
arrested





 sign and breaking a street 
light. 
The university
 will investigate the charges, 






 said he will 
talk
 to the students 
involved 
and  "try to resolve









 the end of this semester. 
Any 
disciplinary
 action taken would 
be
 
governed by California 
State  Universities 
system 














"Cheshire -Puss," she began rather timidly ...-Would you tell me,  
please, which
 way I ought to gofrom here," 
"That
 depends a good deal on where you want to get to, "said the Cat. 
"I don't much care
 where," said Alice. 
"Then it doesn't much matter
 which way  you go," said the Cat. 
Lewis Carrot, Alices 
Adventures
 in Wonderland. 
   
"I consider it important, indeed urgently necessary,  for intellectual 
workers
 to get together,  both to protect their own economic status
 and, also, 
generally speaking, to secure their influence 
in the political field." 
Albert Einstein, speaking on 
why he joined the American Federation of 
Teachers in 1938. 
   
Albert and Alice wouldn't 
appear  to have much in common, but 
they're  
two of the big 
guns  being brought out by rival unions hoping 
to represent 
California State 
Universities  employees. 
Flyers with the, dialouge




Cat  are 
the 
work of the Congress of Faculty 
Associations, and the flye 
exhort  
faculty members and student support 
personnel
 "who know vi re they want 
to go," to support CFA. 
The United Professors of California is employing Einstein more subtly. 
Only the name of the organization, emblazoned across the top of the 
Einstein poster, labels 
the appeal as a partisan effort. 
It 
doens't




So far the campaign being 
waged  in developing into a classic 
advertising  
struggle between a seemingly 




 more-established union. 
Formed in 1973, CFA sends 
a copy of each of its flyers to every 
faculty 
member, with most of them 





 is never reticent to 
identify  its affiliates,) the 
American  Association 
of University Professors,





Association  and the 
California  Teachers 
Association  and 
frequently 
draws  comparisons between
 itself and UPC. 
Allan 
Willsey, in charge of 
CFA's campaign 
literature,




 comparing the two





 apsects of CFA 
while demonstrationg
 "the negative 
aspects of 
UPC.' 
Stephanie  Allan, 
staff
 worker for UPC 
at SJSU, calls the
 continual 
comparisons  by CFA 
of the two unions 
proof  that CFA "has 
no record of their 
own." 
Allan noted that 




circulates  a poster that reads "CFA
-Trust." 
According 














 have a record to 






"kind  of a 
cheap
 shot," and 
noted that it 
has 
been 
only  recently, 
with elections 
slated to begin
 on Dec. 14,
 that  CFA has
 
started mentioning UPC at all. 
Taking 












Willsey added that UPC's reluctance
 to 
identify  
itself as being affiliated 






stem from the relation-
ship's possibly being "mythical." 
Willsey 







 dealing with a state government. 






 president of UPC, 
said the 
reason UPC





 Federation of 













 "will help us in 










almost  always mentions its 
affiliates and has 
distributed flyers that 
deal  
exclusively
 with them. 
CFA delivers each flyer and pamphlet to every
 faculty member's on -
campus 
mailbox.  









 between present 
members
 
and  undecided 
faculty and 
usually 
gives  out 
material  only 
on 
request, 












By Kathy Chin 
Staff 
Writer  
It's a well -publicized





problem.  And 





Fernando  street 








































In response to this 
imminent  parking 
dilemma, SJSU traffic manager Ed 
Nemetz has announced five possible 
alternatives  to alleviate the problem. 
First, Nemetz said, a commute 
coordinator will be hired to encourage car 
and vanpooling, and devise ways to 
prompt people to adapt other modes of 
transportation. 
"We hope to get employees into car-




 of San Carlos Street is 
another possibility, said the traffic 
manager. This would create 300-400 more 
spaces  for students to park. 
Nemetz
 also noted that 
this would 
close off the campus to outsiders. 
"From the police point of view,
 the 
idea would
 be popular," he said. 
The construction of a parking garage 
on Fourth between San Salvador and  San 
Carlos streets is another idea. However, 
David Elliot, associate executive vice 
president of facilities, said the garage 
idea, although approved by the Chan-
cellor's office, is "now being shelved" due 
to 
budgetary  cuts. 
Elliot also noted that the garage would 
be paid for through 
bonds,  and "people 
aren't buying them.' ' 
The parking garage was a con-
troversial
 issue last year when students 
protested its construction cost, estimated 
to be $5.8 million. 
Former A.S. Attorney General Mike 
Medina said last February that the 
proposed five
-story,
 1,200 space garage 
was a bad idea in times of declining 
enrollment and high gas prices. 
Medina also spearheaded the Save Our 
Structures Committee, a group of students 
and faculty members opposed to 
demolition of several campus temporary 
structures. The new garage would mean 
destruction  of 




















 manager said the last 
resort 























Nemetz  said this 
idea 
would  




Nemetz  said the 




when  the dirt 
parking


















































commercials  ( teasers 
for the 
news. 
A typical teaser 
spouts:  The 
Pope
 has just given 
birth to twins, 





























































































































 is as 











































































































































































































































































































































































































 stations cannot af-
ford the 
time to go "in-depth" 
into 
all the stories that occur daily. 
But 
the newscaster and 
producers can reset their goals. 
Perhaps then, the 
audience  could be 
considered
 instead of the ratings. 
Audiences would listen,
 not 
because of the teasers, but 
because  
they knew they 
were
 getting an 
accurate account 






































































would  be 
easy







 trying to 











apart  by 
divorce
 it is 


























 the man. 
At that 
point in his 
life, the 
male  is 
considered  a 
failure
 because














 unfair to 
heap that 















 with her 
emotions  
better








 a child the 
male was 
taught that
 he does not



















male  is not 
incapable  of 
feeling  pain. 
After  a 
divorce,
 the questions,
 feelings  
of inadequacy,
 
grief  and 
burning
 within 
the  pit of 
stomach
 and 




happened?  Why 
did it happen?












the  soul and 
the  
worst of it is that
 no one ever 
answers  them. 
Instead,  the 
feelings fester
 and lay 
deep  within 
the 
corners of 
the mind and 
the empty 




 males may 





 but rest 
assured
 they are 
there.  
The feeling of 
being inadequate
 can be 
overwhelming.  
Doubts
 are raised 
about the 
man's  self 
worth
 and all 
too
 often, suicide
 seems the 
only
 alternative,




 itself may 
just be a 




The Spartan Daily 
would like to 






suggestions  are encouraged. 
By 
listening to our readers 
we feel we 
can 




to the Mailbag, 
opinion 
articles and 




























University,  125 
S.
 Seventh 


















major  and 
class standing will be 
printed.  
 The 
Spartan  Daily 
reserves  the 
right to limit 
the  number of 
letters 
on
 a given topic
 after a 
sufficient  



































if this relationship 
ends in failure? 
Who's to blame? 
And then of 
course, there's 




 asks: Can 
another
 relationship 
end,  and if it 
does, 
will  "I" survive it 
or be able to 
handle
 the pain? 
It would 
be
 so much easier
 to hope and 
pray  that 
somehow,
 by the grace of 
God, the union 
can  be rekindled. 
After all, when 
marriage was 
entered  into it 
was
 for 
love. And all 
those years of 
marriage,  the 
memories
 of joy 
and pain, 
the struggles of a 
family, the birth
 of a child, 
how can 
that  be removed 
from the heart? 
It's 
easy to say that 
life
 must go on, for 
indeed it must. 
But after
 a divorce, life has
 taken on a lesser
 meaning. 
Too  many 
emotional,
 thought
-provoking  struggles 
exist within
 the person. 
And 
constantly, deep 
within the mind 
are the 
questions and worries
 which plagued the 
male as both 
father and husband:
 How are they 
managing?  Are the 
children all 
right? 
Just because the 
family has been divided
 does little to 
remove the worries 
of everyday life, it just 
increases 
them. 
A man, though 




of his children. And as each 
child grows up, the 
male 
tends to tuck into the 
corners  of his mind, little 
memories of 
each
 of his children. 
The first
 born: the 
anxious father,
 eager to 




come  out of 
the  hospital; 
the  first pair of 
shoes, the first
 word, each and
 everyday 
becomes a delight 
as the 
child  





the  father is 
there  to watch 







growing  cling 
within
 the mind: 
playing  house, 
big
 brother  
picking on her, 
crying because
 she can't play
 with her 
brother and 
his  friends. 
And, 
oh
 God, the 
dreams!  
For
 each and 









 God only 
left memories





 could have 
been.  
Still,  the man carries 
on.  
Working, supporting 
a family that's been split 
asunder by a judicial 
system  that professes to 
believe
 in 
the sanctimony of 
marriage  and God. 
"What God 
has yoked together,
 let no man split 
asunder," words 
from a wedding vow that soon 
become 
empty. 
Perhaps the generalization is that 
the man has it 
easier in a divorce, but it's an 
untrue  and ridiculous 
thought. 








cause  U.S. intervention 
The source of 
revolutionary unrest
 in Latin America 
has long been 
understood to 
mean Cuba. And
 with an 
increased 
Cuban  buildup of 
military  hardware, 






Cuba's role in furthering
 leftist revolt in 
Latin  America. 
The 
buildup







reports, to expand Cuban 
offensive  and defensive systems 
as well as provide 




 to the FMI.N in El 
Salvador.  
Intelligence reports have found that
 Cuba has 
received more than 46,000 tons 
of military hardware in the 
first nine months of this year,
 more than at anytime since 
the Cuban missile crisis. 
Among  the growing array of 
sophisticated
 weaponry are anti-submarine
 hydrofoil 
beefed up, and 
spy flights over Cuba have 
increased. Joint 
United States 
and Latin American 
naval  exercise took 
place last
 month. Also, there are 
indications that U.S. 
military officials
 are discussing possible 
courses of action 
against Cuba with 
their Latin American 
counterparts.  
Washington 
seems to be 
almost
 ready to curtail
 
Cuba's 
influence in the 





 Haig refused 
to rule out 
possible
 military 
intervention  to 





 to limit 
Cuba's 
revolutionary  
influences  on 
Latin America.
 
While  the United
 States 

























































States  vs. 
Russia 
struggle  



















and  the 
subversion













Among  the 
plans the 
















frigates,  ground and air early
 warning 
systems, tanks, jet fighters
 and submarines. 
Aid  for Cuba and Nicaragua




 but also from Warsaw 
Pact countries 
such as Romania and 
Czechoslovakia  as well as 
Vietnam.  
Vietnam has reportedly promised to supply 
Nicaragua
 
with up to 1,000 aircraft 
left  behind or captured in 
Vietnam 
from the American military. 
In response, the administration has asked the
 
Department of Defense to evaluate the military options 
available to end these arms ship+ ments. According to 
defense analyst 
John  Collins of the Congressional
 
Research Service, among 
plans the United States 
is 
studying are 
a sea and air blockade
 of Cuba and air 
strikes against 
vital  military and economic
 installations 
on the island. 
Cuba watchers
 in recent weeks have 
noticed that the 
military  has renewed 
interest in Fidel 
Castro  and fortress 
Cuba. U. S. naval 
units  in the Caribbean 
are being rein-
forced,
 the naval 
base at 
Guantanamo,  Cuba,





































































































































































































































































































































































 at the 
bookstore. 
Duval said he will 


























 that I 
feel I 









"I'm  not going 
to 








of it is 
educational.  I 























 what they 
are  












out sex altogether,' " 
Hester continued.
 










said.  "A 
lot of 
feminists  define 
those 
as picturing
























 such as 
Playboy, 
Penthouse,  Gallery, 
Oui and Hustler
 in the Spartan 
Bookstore, if 
successful,  could 













one side of a 
woman's 








I thought magazines like 
Penthouse
 and Playboy 
treated women
 as sexual 
objects, but I didn't 
realize  
the extent of the violence, 
bondage
 and torture," she 
added. 
Helen Engledow, who 
organized a screening of 





"It's a slide 
show  
of the abusive 
images  of 
women in 












deals with the 
effects
 all 
this has on everyone. 
"I really feel there are 
enough places, even near 
campus, to get the same 
materials, so I don't
 think 
the student bookstore 
needs to sell it," Engledow 
continued. 
"They should 
have more of a respon-
sibility to at least half of 
the students, 
which  are 
women." 
"It's just so unrealistic 
to think women are going to 
look 
like the women in 
pornographic
 magazines," 






They begin to feel 
they should 






"Buying  Playboy for 
the 








whose  basis is that 
woman are
 objects to be 
exploited." 
Part







 paying off 














By Cindy Bundoek 
Staff Writer 
A resource center will 
be included in the Dining 
Commons study center if a 
$450 recommendation is 
approved by the A.S. Board 
of Directors today. 
Although the A.S. 
Special 
Allocations  
Committee suggested the 
amount, it still must 
receive the board's final 
approval at the A.S. 
meeting in the S.U. 
Council  
Chambers.  
From 7:30 p.m. to 
midnight Sunday through 
Thursday 
the Dining 
Commons is changed from 
an eating area to a study 
area. 
There are quiet 
and 
group sections, which are 
monitored by students to 
keep down the noise level. 
The resource 
center,  
which would include law 





 in the 
group section, 
according  to 
representatives 






Class request forms for 
spring semester
 due Friday 
By Maureen Keenan 
Staff Writer
 
Friday is the deadline






 mailed out to students
 in early 
November,
 need to be filled 













schedule  for 
spring  1982, 
must  be 
turned






























 to Linda 
Tomasso, 
assistant 
director  of 
records,  the 
Records 





since it has 
only two 
weeks  to mail 
out 
study lists
 and fee 
cards.  
"If students
 miss the 
Dec. 4 
deadline  they 
can  try on 
Monday. 











mail  out 
study






 and fee 
cards on 


















financial  aid 
or 
scholarship 
money  didn't 









"It's  really 
important  the 







aid  should 
check  the 
back
 of the 
card  and 







 by the 
Records  
Office
 by Jan. 8 
will result 
in cancellation












start  over," 




















































































Bike  Shop 
Tomasso said during the 
holidays "students aren't 
real great about getting 
paperwork in." They either 
neglect it or are short of money, she said. 
She also warned students to look at the fee card to see 
exactly how
 much they owe. 
"Students should be aware fees have gone up," 
Tomasso said. 
After payment is received students will receive a 
spring 
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Newspaper  Publishers 
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Press
 Published 
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students  



















 is very 
useful and we're trying to 



















closing  at 
midnight 
instead  
of 11 p.m. 
Also, the 
remaining 










to make it 
more 


























said  the 






 the edge! 
Prepare
















What Steve Hackett 
knows 
about guitar after 
years  spent 


















sensitivity of the songwriting
 
traditionalist with the 
technical mastery 
of the 
space age artisan Intricate 
songs 
handcrafted
 by a 




 for escaping 
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Playing On I; 
campaign 





paper  used 
by the 
antagonists. 








UPC's use of 
an
 expensive 






















with Duval and 
bookstore 
employees
 to remove the 
magazines named
 in the 


























































































































































That's  when our 
rates 
range
 from just $20.00
 per 
person 

















Badger  Pass 































































































































































































































































and  I 
thought
 
























































































need to work harder. 
Working hard in practice 
does have its rewards." 
That starting line-up 
bolted out to an 11-2 lead 
after 4:55 
of
 the game, 
scoring the 
first  seven 
points of the 
contest.
 Ac -
hot scoring and rebounding 
pace and, coupled with 
freshman




Spartans to maintain 
their  








 of the night. 
-It was a good team 
victory," Berry said.
 "I 





 play better 
when we play harder." 
McNealy also noticed a 
Photo by .lot 
Woll,tros 




holds the ball 
away
 
from a Cal  
State. 
Dominguez






 72 - 
51 win Monday.
 
tually,  it wasn't the line-up 
but forward
 Chris McNealy 
who scored 
those  seven 
points. 






























junior from Fresno, who 








Hot sh000ting in the first half led the women's 
basketball team to two wins over the weekend. 
The Lady Spartans, now 3-1 on the season,
 over-
whelmed Cal Poly -San Luis Obispo 82-56 on Saturday and 
defeated UC Santa Barbara 75-52 on Sunday. 
In the Cal Poly game, the Lady Spartans took flight in 




led SJSU with 27 points. Winna 
Gazaway scored 24 points and pulled down 14 
rebound in 
the contest. Karen Ward was the only other
 Lady Spartan 
in double
 figures with 14. 
In Sunday's game, SJSU doubled the 
Gaucho's first 
half total 46-23) en route to the win. 
Brown again led the 
Lady  Spartans with 20 points. 
Gazaway added 13 points 
and  pulled down 10 caroms. 
Cindy Galarza 
chipped  in 10 points. 
"We're improving every game," SJSU coach Sharon 
Chatman said, "but we're still making mistakes." 
The Lady Spartans will hit the road 
again  this 
weekend,  playing
 Utah in 
Pomona  Saturday












































































































































































BOOTS   
DEMOS  
 











. ooy, R - 
0. 
points  and 12 rebounds. 
"We realized we didn't 

















-Chris is that kind of 
player," Berry praised. 
"He's a guy we look for in 
certain situations. 
He's 
also a great passer and 
we'd like 




























 12 IS 
SI 
1 
Want to learn a 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
but 
can't  attend 
class regularly? 
Find out about self -paced 
individualized learning in 








For further information: 











































































































8th 60 William 
St 
2974132 

















 today. Many 
are seeing their 
ideas 
and concepts 
materialize.  They have
 the finest, 
state-of-the-art  






 is  con-
ducive to 





 You can be 
part  of this 
dynamic team 


















 in the 
Air  Force. 
Contact  
your
 Air Force 
recruiter at 
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II 
































be dealt with. 
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the 
remaining 
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coached
 by a 
man 




























1 Tune up 
'2 Adjust valves
 







































 great location 







SJSU will be 
the least of 
Elway's
 worries. 
If he does leave SJSU, 
Elway will 
be required to 
pay 





























would  be 
responsible 




























lucrative contract which 





If SJSU should drop 
from 
Division  1-A to 
Division 
1 -AA status, an 
issue which is 
scheduled to 
be decided Friday at the 
NCAA convention in St. 
Louis, Elway 
would  not be 
required to pay
 the price of 
freedom. 






































































































































 and are 
based on coverage
 costs for 
a 22 yr. 
old mole 
living  in zip code
 area 95112,
 driving 5 miles
 a dot in a 
1977  Datsun1310




in the lost 
three years 
driving.  ALL 








4340 Stevens Creek 
Blvd. 
Suite 








foggiest idea of 
what he 
is going to do. 
Perhaps  one 















































veloped Elway as he 
fielded question after 
question about the Cal
 job. 
The rings of smoke 
seemd to 
hover  around 






 a clouded 
future. 
Fine tune 
your  future 
Send 
for 
our  excittna 
new t 
=dolt 
Then scale new artistic heights
















 painting. sculpture 
and printmaking Fill our the handy coupon. 
iir all Li. at 141S I 
Pi
 1-4200 
A43111/11NNIT of Art College 
940 
Powell  S   







Beat  the 5 
hour  drive 





in a 700mph 


























Church  meets every
 
Monday
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person 565 A N 
0th
 St S 
WAITRESS  WANTED Part 
time 
Prefer








565  A 6th 
Street San Jose 
279 9920 
SUNNY'S
 DISCO needs 
cocktail 
servers 
part  time weekends a 




9-00pm  tot 00am 
WANTED TALENTED  
STUDENTS
 who want to 
earn  
easy 
money  TOP 
PAY 
Spanish











Corn plus Bonus Over
 110/Hr 
Your Hours Car Needed 
Bob
 





shop Full and 
Part  time Good 
starting  
pay 
Friendly  and 
outgoing 
Apply 7644 Alum Rock 
Avenue Mon
 Fri 10 5 
COMPANIONS Hourly wage 
Work afternoons, 
evenings.  
weekends with retarded persons 
In their homes No experience 







OTHERS  B 
ing. Elie Tarty Bennet 351 
Hand Painted vases 
China  
with 
flower.  S.5 50 rugs. E 
Clock.  
Towel New 








start  at 079 SO 
Sofa and 








 from 0950 





























































 Nights 249 5793 
AUTOMOTIVE  SECTION 
67 BLUE 
VW
















































month  1st 
last 
and 
11000 cleaning Joann 
2118 8796 or 191 4461 




and  new carpotsMrapes,paint 
5350 ono See at 360 W San 
Carlos
 (rear) k ids ok 
FEMALE NON 
SMOKER to share 
lox
 Santa 
Clara condo, pall. 
fireplace
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 your mouth
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create  it, and 
wrap it and 
deliver
 it for you Call us' 793 
GIFT




 PA SYSTEM 




stands,  cords 
and  paver 
amp 
Value 12.000 Best 
offer  
Call
 Keith 997  
2711 
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AUDIO






the lowest prices See 
SU bltn boards tor specials 
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far quotes On Over 100 brands 
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HEN, LOOK A DcAD 
&ROI  
Carthan














































































































































































The  weather forecast 
calls
 for scattered clouds in 
the afternoon, otherwise fair and warm 
through 
tomorrow. Highs will be in 
the  low 60s, lows will be in 
the low 
408. This forecast is 
provided




May  '81 to 
three years









was  arrested 
is
 
nationally  known as 
the 
Case 
of the Tchula 
Seven.  







 and six 
of the
 black city officials
 
were
 found guilty 
and  
barred from their 
elected 
positions, he said. 
The seven are 
ap-
pealing the case 










 tour, which is 


















Without the Voting  
Rights Act, Carthan
 said, 
he would not 
have




Tchula's  first 
black 





portion of the 
Voting Rights Act up for 
renewal now, Long ex-










Carthan,  Long 
and Alex Hubbard, a 
local 
Equal 
Rights  Congress 
representative,  urged the 
audience to strongly 
en-
courage 
state  officials to 
renew









 call to 
campaign  
to senators as a way of 
pushing act renewal. They 
also encouraged making 
donations to the Tchula 
Defense Fund. The fund is 
designed  to offset the 
estimated $200,000 in legal 




"We talk about South 
Africa," 
Carthan  said, 
"but there are things that 
happen in Tchula far worse 













Native American and 
country and western 
music 
will be presented at 7 
tonight in the S.U. 
Ballroom in 
a benefit 



















in the Black Hills of South 
Dakota










American Club of SJSU 
and
 will feature folk and 





San Jose's Four 








Concert Band performs 





Mark  Brandenburg, 
principal
 clarinetist 
for the San Jose 
Symphony,
 will perform 
in 
the Music Department 
Concert




































Britten's  "Soirees 
Musicales"  








Clarinet"  will 
feature
 soloist Lesli 
Lippold, a senior music 





































































 in over 
the 
area  and we 



















 or piece 
of warm 
clothing. 





 that led to 
the formation and passage 
of the Voting Rights Act, 
said he is an authority on it 
after having experienced 
opposition in Tchula, "the 






 he said of the 
daily injustices against 
blacks and minorities, "but 




across the country." 
"Only in those 
places," 
he said, "it's
 much more 
veiled." 










































277-3201  between 
land 3 
p.m.  
   
The Ad Club will meet 
at 6 
p.m.
 today in the S.U. 
Guadalupe
 Room.







   
Airlift '81 
will  hold a 
benefit  concert 
at
 7 tonight 
in the S.U. 
Ballroom. 
Tickets for the 
concert,  
which  will benefit 
native  
Americans, cost $5 or 
$4 
with a donation
 of canned 
food, a 
blanket
 or a piece 
of 
warm  clothing. 
For  more 
information
 call Alan 
Leventhal  at 
277-2479.  




Project  is 
seeking 
































 10:30 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. 
weekdays  until 
Christmas.





Cosgrove at 289-1200. 
   
Summer
 Job Search 
will hold a workshop
 on 




 at 2:30 p.m. 
today in 
the S.U. Ahnaden 






Allmen at 277-2272. 
   




Law  School Admission Test
 
For further information: 
a 
San 






































138 E. SANTA CLARA
 STREET 






































































































Music:  A Biography of 
John  Steiribeck" at 12:30 
p.m. today
 at the 
University  Club. 
Eighth 
and San 
Salvador  streets. 
For




   
The Gay 
and  Lesbian 
Student 




 8 p.m. 
tomorrow 























































































































 at 298-0204. 










































































 Learn valuable job 
skills  
 Take a field studies
 course where you can 
make
 a difference 
 Become 






 only by the imagination
 
and energy of team members. Former students in this course have 
helped with a variety of community  activities involving all ages of 
community members. These projects have included: 
  Developing an
 area wide
 youth oriented newspaper. 
 Working with schools and you in truancy prevention and in-
dependent study programs. 
 Establishing a day care center 
 Presenting public health fairs. 
 Involving alienated young people in constructive community 
projects. 
 Assisting with demographic studies and needs assessments. 
 DeAgning and presenting a wide variety of events and classes 
 Establishing a Community Development and resources library. 
For convenience. 196-K (Multi -Disciplinary Team eloncept has 
been
 listed in the spring schedule of classes under Recreation and 
Leisure Studies. If you would like more information. 
Dr. Richard 
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675 E. BROKAW ROAD, SAN JOSE 
CORNER ROUTE 17 AND EAST BROKAW ROAD 
MON -SAT 10-6 
THURS 































 The reality on 
college campuses today is that 
"student" no longer signifies an 
 
individual single-mindedly devoted to 
his classes
 for a four-year stint. 
In fact, most of us are actively 
in-
volved  in the mainstream, along 
with  
our educational 
pursuits. We wear 
many hats and assume
 a number of 
roles. We hold down full 
and  part-time 
jobs, marry,
 and often have kids at 
home. 
We no longer dream about
 what we 
want to be when 
we
 grow up. Instead, 
we 




if we have a prayer of 
using  
it in the
 real world. 
All of this means that we're busier 
than students of Christmas 
past.  Stress 
is more than a buzz 
word  bantered 
about 
during finals and 
midterms.  We're 
on intimate terms with
 financial worries, 
emotional highs and 
lows,  and the 
inevitable time crunch. 
We've
 designed The Artful Dodger 
with these 
realities in mind; focusing on 
ideas that 
will  save you time, money 
and
 energy. Techniques
 that we hope 
will help restore that delicate balance to 
your life. 
But more 
importantly, we've tried to 
develop creative 
solutions
 to everyday 
problems. If it's worth doing,
 it's worth 
doing  with style. And style doesn't have 
to cost a fortune. 
Some of the issues we 
explore  are: 
managing your 
time
 effectively ("Avoid 
that 
Last Minute Crunch"), creative 
problem
-solving ("Eureka"), and ways 
single 
parents  can organize study 
time  
around 
children ("Single Parents: 
juggling school and children"). 
On a lighter note, we take a satirical 
look at 
"The Joy of Commuting," and 
examine the 




-conscious,  we've 
included articles 
on economical en-
tertaining for the holidays 
("How  to 
Throw a Cocktail Party for Under 
$30"). "Cheap 









break  in mind, we've 
come up with 
a few accessible, 
reasonably -priced ways
 to break away. 









 of Northern 
California.  
We've  also scoped 
out a few 
regional  
sites that are 




 in "Local 
Excursions  for 
Winter 
Diversion." Avid skiers
 will find 
"Skiing: 
Plowing
 down ski prices,"
 a 
helpful guide
 to planning a ski 
trip.  
So before 
you  head to 
the
 library to 
scout up 
that  15th source 
for
 your last 
term paper, sit 
down, put up your
 feet 
and give us a 
gander. This  

























. doesn't have to 
cost you an arm 
and  a leg 
4 Ski
 Round -up 
5 
Hostel  Territory . cheap










8 Christmas Spirits 
party 








. throwing an 
affordable  cocktail 
That's 
Not  a Turkey 
. . 
the classic Christmas 
gift  
Surviving  Finals Week 
The Joy of Commuting . . . 
alternatives  to auto travel 
College Bored 
Exam  . . . test your failing quotient 
16 


































Cheap Frills . 
"vintage"  









Decor  . inexpensive













11 Once More With Feeling . . Re-entry women 































































Cover by: Kate 
Czekal, 
Recreation 






phrase has been 
known 








 all too often
 these 
visions  are 
blurred
 by one 




planning  a trip 
carefully and 
knowing  what costs
 will likely be en-
countered, 
ski fever 
doesn't  have to 
cost  an arm 
and  a leg. 
Too many 
skiers don't 
plan  their trip 
ahead of 
time.  They often 
pack  their 





the slopes, eat 
at the 
lodge,
 drive around and
 look for a place 
to spend the 
night, and then 
do the 
same  thing all over 




 travel is fine -- 
until 
you  run out of 
money. 
Skiers  who want to get 
the most for 
their skiing dollars 




ALONE  OR WITH A 
GROUP 
The most 
expensive  way to travel 
is
 
alone. With a 
group,




 Driving costs can 
be 
shared, or if 
the  group is large 
enough,
 
you can charter 
a bus or receive 
discounts on 
other  modes of tran-
sportation. 
When traveling
 alone, a hotel room
 is 
often the  only 
choice
 of lodging. Be 
sure 







 with a 
group it 
is often a lot more fun and less
 
expensive
 to stay in a cabin 
or
 con-
dominium.  A cabin is like a 
home away 
from 





Planning a menu for the trip 
and buying 
most of the food
 at home will save 
money. 
SKI RESORTS AND LIFTS 
One of the first decisions to be made 
when 
planning
 a ski trip is 
where  to go. 
A 
beginning  skier might want 
to go to a 
resort that has
 rope tows and T -bars 
because they 
are usually easier to 
use 
and less 
expensive than chair lifts. 
Large  
groups may
 want to choose 
a locaton 
centered around
 two or three 
nearby  
resorts
 of varying 
































































First time or occasional skiers should 
consider renting their ski clothes from a 
local shop. Keep a clothing check list 
handy when packing. Having to buy a 
pair of ski gloves at the resort because 
yours were not packed is a waste of 
money. 
OTHER TIPS 
  'OFF-SEASON RATES. Many 
resorts have peak and off-season rates. 
Planning trips between holidays can 
save money, in addition to missing all 
the crowds and long lift lines. 
  
 LIFTS. Mid -week (Monday
 through 
Thursday) lift tickets are 
usually  
discounted a few dollars 
from weekend 
rates. Group 
rates  are also available. 
  SKI -WEEK 
PACKAGES. Many
 
resorts and travel 
agencies  offer ski 
packages at greatly 
reduced  costs. 
Local ski clubs or ski trips are other 
excellent 
ways  to cash in on the fun and
 
save. 
   
557-3755.  CalTrans phone number
 
for an up-to-date


















































Dodge Ridge Located on Highway 
108 near Pinecrest, Tuolumne County, 
CA, Dodge has
 six lifts and 20 different 
runs. All -day lift tickets cost $13.50 and 
half -day
 $11 on weekends and 
holidays. Rates are $12.50 and $7 
during midweek. Lessons start at $10 
and 
rental equipment is 
$10 for
 a full 
day and $8 
for half day. 
Echo Summit -- 
Located  on 
Highway 50 at the top of Echo Summit. 
this area will be opening for the first time 
this 
season.
 With two lifts and seven 
trails, Echo Summit has something for 
everyone. Also, lift ticket sales are 
limited to keep lines to a 
minimum.  Lift 
tickets and rental rates are $12 for all 
day and $8 for a half day. Lessons are 
available.  
Homewood -- Located six 
miles 
south of Tahoe City on Highway 89, 
Homewood
 bills itself as a perfect "10". 






intermediates,  and 30% to advanced. 
Lessons are 













has  eight 










































































































































From  the 
window,  
you look 
out  on the 
Golden
 Gate Bridge, 
brick  red 












rise in the breeze







































































coastline  In 
























the  area. 
Deer  and 












is part of the
















sometimes show off the old 
lighthouse  
They also lead visitors 
on tidepool 
searches, since this 
is one of the greatest 
spots along the coast for tidepooling 
Redwoods dominate Butano State 





 mate at 
Ano  Nuevo 
State
 Reserve. 
These hostels are 
part  of the 
American Youth Hostel (AYH) system. 
a group that has worked with the 
National Park Service and the California 
Department of Parks and Recreation to 
restore a number of old army barracks 
and lighthouses to lodge people of all 
ages and backgrounds. 
Visitors  come 
from all over the United States
 as well as 
England, Germany. Australia, and 




 their own food and 
share household
 chores. Nightly 
charges 
range  from $4.50 to $8.00 
AYH members get 
the lowest rates by 
showing  their annual pass, available at 
all hostels. A few rules apply: Ac-
commodations are open 4:30 p.m. to 
9:30
 a.m. daily.




















The  Bay Area




Point  Reyes 
and Pigeon 
Point sites. 
The  Golden 
Gate hostel in 
the Marin Headlands can 
host 60 people. 
Near the mouth of San 
Francisco Bay, the hostel makes a great 




hostel. perches on the coast 
between
 
Half Moon Bay and San Francisco. 
The sixth hostel is the closest one 
to SJSU, but is 
somewhat  hidden. In 
fact, it's called 
Hidden Villa, part of a 
former private home 
nestled in a 
redwood grove in 
the Los Altos Hills. 
Woodsy hiking trails 
surround  the log 
cabins. 
Hostel visitors 
are  accepted on a first -
come, first -served
 basis, or by reser-
vation. Reservations can 
be booked by 
mail two weeks in 
advance  with a 
deposit covering the 
first  night's lodging. 
For  a list of rates. more 
information  
about
 joining AYH, or a picture of 
the  
hosteling story worldwide,
 contact AYH 
Golden Gate Council, Building
 240, 
Fort 




become an AYH member at 






































Mason.  San 
Francisco 
CA.  94123. 
130 -bed 
converted



















































for the time of your life. 
WINTER  
FUN 
American Youth Hostels is your key to worldwide adventur, 




to Swiss chalets AYH opens th door to over 5.000 hostels In SO 
countries Send in
 the





















would  like 











































winter months, dig 
out 
your hiking boots and 
down jacket
 and learn to appreciate the 
great




 for a brisk walk through the 
countryside. All you'll need is a friend 
and a warm place to come back to; all 
our 
suggestions





One of the closest 
places that people 
often ignore is Alum Rock Park. a great 
place for a 
leisurely hike through the 
hillside. As the smell of damp earth and 
wildflowers clears the smog and exhaust 
from your lungs, it is hard to believe that 
you are still in a large city. Just 
take 
280/680 north towards Milpitas to the 
Alum Rock Avenue exit, or bus line No. 
21 (about 10 miles from SJSU)  
The park has miles of well -kept trails, 
natural sulfur springs and mineral pools. 
There's a great playground for the kids 
(big kids too),  and plenty of picnic 
space. The Youth Science Institute 
(YSI), located in the park, rents out 
animals and features a natural science 
exhibit in their building. Teachers or 
animal lovers can rent a guineau  pig. 
F 
rabbit, or snake 
to take home and
 







Quicksilver  Park. 
Quicksilver,
 more 
commonly  referred 
to 
as mercury,
 used to be 
mined here 
before the land





mining relics. Not as lush 
and green as 
Alum  Rock, 
Quicksilver
 has more open 
fields  and is within reasonable
 biking 
distance 
of the campus (about seven 
miles). To 
get  there take San Carlos St. 
to Meridian
 South, which becomes 
Leland





No. 63 or 64).
 
If you're ever 
in the mood 
for a 
Sunday 
drive in the 
country,  Old 
Almaden
 is the place
 to go. On the 
left 
side of rural Almaden Road 
stands  the 
Club Almaden. 
Evincing  days of past 
elegance,
 the rambling 
building is in a 
declining state, yet 
still  has charm. The 
club's new 








and craft shop are already in operation. 
The Club Almaden features an 
old-
style, continental restaurant and 
the 
Opry House, a 
small  bar and theatre 
(over  21 
only).  
A bit farther down 
the road is the 
New Almaden Museum, which features 
mining exhibits and Indian artifacts. If 
you take the time to explore, you 
will  
also  find Los Alamitos Creek and a 
charming, unobtrusive church
 tucked 
Photo by: I/id 
Mayeaux  
Once a governor's
 mansion. Villa 
Montalvo
 is now a public 
museum




 BAR -B -Q 
ALL YOU
 CAN EAT 
DINNERS
 
includes soups. tea, fried 
won ton, egg rolls, seasame 









cooked in front of you 
by our chef. 

























Expressway  south 
until 
it 
turns  into Almaden 




there  are the 
Flying 
Lady 










 price for 
all you can 
eat),  
but the real
 point of 
interest
 here are 
the  
two museums.





which  feature 
relics from
 the early 





carvings  of famous
 personalities 
such as 
Laurel and Hardy 
by
 Marshall Frack are 
featured 
throughout,  and a live pair of 
bison (buffalo) are 
kept
 on the grounds. 
Take U.S. 101 to the 
Morgan  Hill 
bypass; left to 
Tennant
 Avenue, exit 
left; at 




 perhaps most delightful
 
of all is the 
Villa Montalvo Estate, 
tucked back secretly into the 
Saratoga
 
Hills. Once a governor's
 mansion, the 
house is now a 
public  museum featuring
 










 picnics and events
 are often 
held.
 The surrounding 
hillside  has many 
trails for pleasant
 hiking. Maps for
 the 
trails and a self
-guided nature 
hike  are 
available 
at








Rd.) exit to 
Montalvo  Road, 
on
 left: or bus 
















































Aix   
GUARANTEED  for 














  Compressier; Test 
 Check 
Emission  
 New Points 
 Set 













 Carburetor  Road 
Test 
ANY 6 CYLINDER






injection)  $59.95. FREE Oil Change
 Also 



















































































 with the 
holiday  spirit 
but












and pretzels are all you can 
afford, think again. 
For as little as $30 
you
 can treat 20 friends
 to a festive 
cocktail
 party. Here's 












gourmet.  We 
suggest
 an 







 a new 
twist
































serving  a 
crowd. 
There  is 
only  one 
drink 
to serve 
and  one 















 a cold 






















the  juice 
thaws, it 
will add to 
the flavor,
 not dilute 
it.  For 
Christmas.
 use 
a star or ring
 mold 










 to the 
punch 









 is not 
lost.  If 
you
 don't 











old  crock 
jar, or 
even






 at the 
proper 
temperature  
help  ensure 
a successful 
party. To keep hors
 d'oeuvres hot,  use 
a miniature hibachi, 
fondue
 pot, chafing 
dish  or warming tray. If 
none
 of these 
are available, an electric 
frying pan will 
work. 
Whether  






















mings  can often
 be picked 
up




With the party table 
set, hors 
d'oeuvres 
and  punch ready, 
you  have 
all that's needed 
for a perfect holiday
 
party.  Just add 





























































Refrigerate.  Just before
 serving. 
add carbonated
 beverage and ice 
Note: To serve




3/4 cup prepared 
mustard (6 oz. jar) 
1 cup currant jelly (10 
oz.)
 
1 lb. frankfurters 
Mix together 
mustard  and jelly. Place in 
top of double 





thick Add to 
sauce and 
cook for 5 
minutes  
Refrigerate or 
freeze When ready to 
serve,  place in 
warming  dish and heat. 














Grate cheese,  
combine




fluffy. Add flour and salt. 
Make  into rolls 1 inch in diameter and 
wrap in waxed 
paper.
 Chill or freeze 
To serve, cut into 1/3
-inch slices. Place 
on cookie sheet 1 inch apart. 
Bake  at 
400°
 for 10 minutes Makes 2 dozen. 
Cost: $1 58 
1-2-3 DIP 








 ingredients and refrigerate. 
Note: Double recipe. For variety, 
serve 
one cup of dip with potato chips. the 
other with vegetables. Cost includes 
one large bag of chips and fresh
 













(about  1 cup) 
dried beef, 








Cook onion in margarine till tender. 
Add dried beef and cook till slightly 
crisp. Add beef mixture to cream 
cheese.  blend. 
Refrigerate.
 To serve. 
spread on rye wafers. 
Cost: $2.81 
Total cost of all ingredients including 
sales tax is $29.85. Estimate reflects the 
use of store brands or lowest -priced 
brands available at 
Albertson's grocery 
store in October 1981. Flour and salt 











 holiday season thrives on tradition, as we 
all  proceed with our familiar 
ways of celebrating. But sometimes an urge develops to add new 
creations 
to the festivities. This Christmas, plan a 
dinner with imaginative new 
dishes. Abandon your reliance
 on the old standbys -turkey and ham. 
A menu 
featuring creamed tomato soup with 
cognac  and stuffed mushrooms as 
an entree
 will spice
 up your Christmas day. Your 
favorite  
salad  and a chilled
 
bottle 
of wine add the 
finishing
 touches to our 
vegetarian  Christmas 
menu.  
CREAMED  TOMATO
 SOUP WITH 
COGNAC 
1 
pound  ripe red 
tomatoes
 (15-16)  




 salt and pepper
 
1 pint rich cream
 





















butter  in 
large 
soup  


























ready  to 
boil. 
Stirring
 quickly with 
whisk, pour heated 
cream 













































 the rice. 
Melt 
butter  in 
large
 skillet 
with  tightly 
fitting 
cover; add mushrooms






























































































































 1 hour. The mixture 
should 






 swirls of deep red, these 
delightful dinner





 brown sugar 
1 tablespoon active dry yeast 








whole  wheat flour 
11/2 cups raspberry preserves 
Blend  first five 
ingredients
 Pour warm 
water into a large bowl. Add
 sugar, then 
sprinkle 
yeast  over water. Allow 
yeast to 
bubble to 





 well. Dough 
should be smooth and stretchy. Add 
salt and remaining 
flour  cup by cup. 
mixing well. Knead in bowl until it no 
longer sticks, then place
 on floured 
board. Knead until
 dough becomes 
springy and soft. 
Return  to bowl and 
cover. Let dough rise until double in 
size. Roll risen dough out on floured 
board into 
a rectangular shape. Spread 
the raspberry preserves on dough and 
roll into a long 
log.
 Cut log into slices 1
-
inch
 thick. Place in greased baking dish 
and 
let stand. 
Preheat  oven 
to 350°. 
When
 pinwheels have doubled 
in size 
(20 minutes) bake for 30 minutes. 
Makes 16 pinwheels. 
CHERRY PUDDING 
To highlight the 
Christmas
 theme, a 
tube
 pan or bundt pan can
 be used to 
shape this dessert into a 
decorative 
wreath. Mint leaves 
or other dressings 
can be added 
around
 the edges when 
served. 
Drain and reserve 
the juice from one 
no.
 2 can of sour pitted cherries. Butter 




 not whip 
3/4
 cup butter, 
2 cup white sugar.
 When mixed. add 2 
eggs and whip. Sift together and beat 
in: 2 cups pastry flour. 1 tablespoon 
baking powder, and 1/2 teaspoon 
salt. 
Add 1/4 cup milk, being careful not to 
overmix. Spread pudding over cherries 
and bake at 375° for 40 min. Turn out 
onto warm plate. Cut into wedges and 
serve with the following sauce. 
Combine and bring to boil one no. 2 
can of cherries and juice. plus reserved 
juice from first can. Add 4 tablespoons 
cornstarch mixed well with 1 cup water,  
stirring well. Heat to serving 
tem-
perature and spoon over 
pudding. 
HOT APRICOT NECTAR TEA 
This warm surprise can be served 
after dinner while your family and 




Mix 1/4 C. 
honey.  3 cinnamon sticks. 15 
cloves and enough water to moisten 
mixture. Heat 'Xi of a bottle of apricot 
nectar 
until steaming. Combine the two 
mixtures.
 Add 1/4 C. lemon juice just 
before 
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Christians thought the holly to be a 
sacred symbol of the "crown of thorns" 
worn by their savior. The red berries 
were onginally white it was said, 
but 
after the crucifixion they turned blood 
red, as they remain today. 
Firs and conifers, popular choices for 
Christmas trees, may be our most 
celebrated 
evergreen.
 Long a symbol of 
good fortune, the Romans 
exchanged  
evergreen boughs as good luck tokens 
at the beginning of their new year called 
the 
Calends.  
Another legend says that woodland 
spirits dwelt in evergreens during the 
cold winter, and by bringing them in-
doors a friendly wood nymph might join 
your home for the holiday fun. 
Even
 
viking  stories 
speak of 
firs in a 
special way. They say that the angels 
once descended to this mortal planet to 
bless evergreen firs
 because they were 
as high as hope, as 
wide  as love, and 
bore the sign of the cross






 during the season is still a 
popular practice. For wreath
-makers,  
they are a great way to spread
 goodwill 
before, during, or 
after  the holidays. 
Here is how 
you can do 
it: 
Frame  For a wreath 
about  one -foot 
in diameter, use a coat hanger bent into 
a circle. For anything larger, use a long 
thin twig. 
Gathering 
Materials  - If you buy a 
Christmas tree,
 look for one that is full 
at the bottom. Trimming
 it at home 
should supply you with enough 
greens  
for three 
wreaths.  Prudent trimming of 
boughs directly from a 
forest  can also 
supply you with enough. These 
starters
 
should be trimmed by six inch sprays. 
Don't forget to collect pinecones and 
nuts. 
Keep these items spray -misted 
or 
wrapped in a damp towel 
until  they are 
given away. 
Store-bought
 Materials - 
If walking 
among the trees just 
isn't your style, 
hobby stores are 
stocked with artificial 
and dried 
holly,  mistletoe, firs, as well 
as ribbons, bells, 
berries,  and nuts. They 
also carry suitable
 frames. Often 
wreaths made
 of both store-bought
 
and natural items are the best. 
Preservatives - 
Some
 people prefer to 
treat their evergreens 
with  glycerin or 
other plant preservatives. However, if 
your greens are 
fresh  when you start, 
they will remain so throughout most of 
the season. Just 
be sure to tell the 





 - Use thin wire, green 
plant string, 
or
 even the wire ties that 
come  with plastic bags. 
Next,  pick a 
starting point on the 
frame. This spot 
will be the top of the 
wreath.  Boughs 
hang to either side of this point. Don't 
worry 
about  the bare spot that will result 
here. This
 is the perfect place for a 
couple of pine 
cones tied with ribbon. 
The first
 layer of greens should 
be 
secured firmly,
 as this forms the base for 
all the other 
layers.
 
Finishing up- Keep in mind that most 
wreaths are hung on a door or wall and
 
will be viewed only from one side.
 All of 
your decorations and 
your prettiest 
boughs should be 
concentrated  on this 
side. Always start each new 
layer of 
greens at the top of the wreath 
so they 
will lay together nicely. 
Final Touches- After all the greens 
have been added, tie your decorations 
on with ribbons or string. For variety,
 
candy and small toys can 
be used in-
stead of pine cones or berries.
 To 
fashion a hanger, make a loop of wire 
and attach it to the back of the frame. If 
desired, you can spray snow or 
glitter  to 
the tips of the greens and even scent 
them with pine or bayberry. A 
small  
card passed on with the wreath, 






By John Guarino 
o some people, graffiti is little 
MO1V than a diversion while 
doing what nature requires. To 
others,
 who have been 
known to 
devour large parts of major novels while 
on the throne, it is an integral part of 
their day's 
amusement.
 These lovers of 
the bathroom 
poet's  pen have to be 
disappointed 
with the current quality of 
graffiti found
 here at SJSU. 
What has happened to the witty 
writers to whom 
ecstacy
 is a bare white 
wall and a felt -tipped pen? We searched 
the walls of the SJSU 
stalls  and found 
mostly racial slurs, political fomentation, 
and sexual peculiarities. Truly original, 




 still seems to 
dominate 
the hate notes 
in the men's 
room, one 
even stating that 
Khomeini  is 
a punk 
rocker.  Others are 
determined  
to 
express  their opinion 
that
 the U.S. 
should
 be out of El 
Salvador.
 "Africa for 
Africans,  Europe for 
Europeans, South 
America  for coffee 






of the male 
graffiti  could 
best be 
described as 
derivative  (or 
degenerate), 
the  majority of 




 are just 
boring: 
boyfriends' 
names,  random 
obscenities 
and urgings 
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Is there any 
hope  for a regeneration 
of interesting graffiti on campus? 
Perhaps, a course is needed, like one 
that was offered by the 
Anthropology  
Department at the New School for 
Social Responsibilty in New York. The 
class was taught by Robert Reisner, who 
has 
compiled  numerous books on the 
subject. In 
his book, simply titled 
Graffiti, 
he 
says that these words on 
walls  express man's current 
problems.  
He points
 out that the best 
graffiti of 
recent years was written
 during the late 
sixties and early 
seventies.  He relates 
the quality 
of
 the memos to the quantity 
of 
political  and social dissent





 just too 
conservative, apathetic or 
busy  to be 
concerned with the 
status of graffiti? 
Whatever the cause 
of the lull in quality 
here, those 
of us who crave classy 
scrawls will have to settle 
for  whatever 
we
 can find Here's 
some  of the best 
currently found 
















 of the Freaks,
 Home of 
Depraved  
WOMEN'S 




Things  are the 
way  they are and 
are not
 the way 
they are not
 -- EST 
grad 
No one knows the
 truffles I've seen 
More 
creative  graffiti 
is
























 too late -
sex 
is of interest





mind  Smoke 
gunpowder 
Acid  takes 
the
 worry out
















 of atomic 
attack,
 the federal 
ruling 
against prayer in 
schools  will be 
temporarily  suspended. 
PHILOSOPHY 
For those who think 
life is a joke, 
just think of the 
punchline.  
It's you and me against 
the  world - 





no matter what it 
costs.
 
Lake Erie died for your sins. 
Ring around a neutron, pocket full of 
protons, a fission, a fusion, We all 
fall down. 
SARCASM
 AND CYNICISM 
The more you cultivate people, 
the more you turn 
up clods, 
We are the people 




 the day with a 
smile 
and get it over 
with. 
To save 
face  keep lower half 
shut.  
Is there
 any intelligent 
life on Earth? 
(underneath)  Yes,



































































































































women are back in 
force 
By Lori Samelson 
T love school. What? How can 
any 





eight o'clocks, term papers, midterms 
and finals it isn't easy. 
But like so 
many other women on the
 
SJSU campus today,
 I am returning to 
school after having 
worked  for a few 
years.
 I am returning 
more mature, 
eager to 
learn,  and more 
sure
 of what I 
want to do with my life. 
Sure,  I want a 
degree and a 
career,  but more 
than that 
I want 
to become a creative thinker. 
College can help 
me do that. 
Ten years ago 
the  number of older 




The average age was bet-
ween 24 and 26,
 with only a few older 
than 35. Most women were 
at home. 
taking care of a husband,




almost  13.000 
women  at 
SJSU are 25 
or older. Many 
are 
returning




 they feel a degree
 can land 
them a 
better job. Money 
is a big in-
centive 
to desert the 






 is the apple 
in
 the garden 
of Eden. It's 
appreciating  that 
first  bite 
that 








For some, the 
desire  for a career 
is 
the greatest




 major, had an easy
 
time returning 
to college. "I wanted a 
job I could make a career
 out of. I was a 
stewardess and a 
secretary: dead-end 
jobs. 
In my mind I had to 
have a 
degree," she explained. 
For  others it was the 
cold reality of 
learning 
that the degree 
they  had 
earned 
held  no market value. 
"When  I 
moved
 to Oregon for a year
 while my 
husband 
was on sabbatical, 
it was 2, 
rude 
awakening  to 
discover  that my 
English





 also a public 
relations major. 
"It was my past ex-
perience
 in sales and 
volunteer work 
that landed me a job selling
 ads for a 
small  weekly newspaper." 
Another drastic 
change is iii 
the 
works for Diane 






 working years 
behind  
her, she has 




 "I love 
the 
sciences. and 
I do have to 
adjust  my 
way  of thinking 
to being in 
com-
munications," she 
admitted.  But during 
her 




























return  for 
employment  
reasons,"  she 
said.  "Some 
. . are 
out of touch









they  wonder if they 












 them because 
they 
contribute  a lot." 
Phyllis  is also a re-
entry woman,
 working on 





 with the 
people she 
counsels.  
And the re-entry program really 
.01 
helps.  Many students haven't been in 
college for 10 to 15 years. They left with 
low GPAs 
and were afraid that they 
either  couldn't
 get 
in, or couldn't cut it if 
they did. But with the re-entry 
orien-
tation program, students get 
assistance  
designed 
to meet their specific needs. It 
offers general information relating to 
registration,
 specific classes for 
developing needed skills, financial aid, 
tutoring, and the list goes on and on.  
Just the fact that a program like this 
exists is an indication of how important 
a degree has become. And it is this 
Importance
 that is driving the talented 

























































































 ART SUPPLIES 
330 SOUTH TENTH STREET 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112 




































necessarily  in 
that order)
 
College  students 
experience  a disease 
around 




 "Finalis Panickus- 
Although 
no two 




 it can lead to a 
loss of eyesight. 
self esteem, or 
even







 final exams come
 only one 
way. all at once. 
This dreadful disease 
may seem 
terminal, but its 
temporary nature 
provides some hope. 
The  following is a 
guide
 for survival during 
finals week, 
including everything from
 diet to attire. 









action  is 
essential for 
keen









































The finals week wardrobe is of utmost 
importance. The new look this fall is the 
never -want -to -be -seen -in -public look It 
includes old bathrobes,  torn
 
jeans, 
sweat suits or anything else comfortable 
that 
will  also guarantee that you won't 
head for the Pub 
in a moment of 
weakness.
 
Next come the activities. A poll was 
taken around the SJSU campus and a 
number of helpful hints were gathered. 
One graduate student suggested
 
running around the block between 
chapters (you may fail the final,  but at 
least you will look great doing it) A 
journalism senior suggested fighting 
sleepiness by sitting with rigid posture 
on a hard chair An occupational 
therapy student prefers sitting in a 
freezing room with the windows wide 
open. 
The  position you choose 
depends on your own taste But one 
position is 
guaranteed  to fail - - lying 
flat on your back in bed, where the
 only 




Set up a reward or incentive
 system 
for yourself Promise 
yourself  a trip to 
31 Flavors or a 
half-hour
 of devoted 
attention to your 
latest Bruce 
Springsteen album 
after  you finish a set 
task (i.e.. 
three dreaded chapters of 
Ulysses).  
Avoid anyone who remotely 
interests  
you. This may require taking 
the phone 
off the hook and 
refusing  to answer the 
door, 
but it's absolutely essential to your 
survival.  Resist the temptation to call a 
pithy 




 who'll bore you 
back to your 
studies.  
A final survival 
technique  was offered 
by a college freshman. 
Although it 
seems  rather archaic and rare in 
its use, 
the student 
suggested  studying two 
weeks ahead of time and reviewing 
briefly the night before. 
The two 
most  important things to 
remember are
 that sleep and a solid 
meal are essential 
the  night before an 
exam. 
Remind
 yourself that finals will 
not last 
forever.
 The inevitable will take
 
place and you will survive. 
By Denise E. 
Belling  
f you





 world is 



















put their key in 
the 
Ignition until
 the moment 
they
 take it 
out. 
Can 
a normal SJSU student
 tran-
scend the
 rigors of a two to 
three-year 
commute? 
Let's  examine some 
of the 
alternatives. 




 money -- how 
to  
keep 
the  car rolling along 
and still retain 
a stipend for
 food. The obvious 
solution 
is to take 
a bus. However, bus 
schedules  often 
do
 not coincide 
with 
classes, 




 is lucky enough to 
have  
harmonious bus and 
class schedules, his 
problems are still not 
over.  Invariably, 
he ends up sitting next to 
a wino who 
has religous objections
 to soap and 
water, or 
next  to a little old lady who 
tells him about 
her ex-husband's half -
sister's fourth husband living in Texas. 
By the time the rider arrives at school he 
is too dazed to listen, much less take 
notes in class. 
Another 
economical solution is to 
carpool with a friend. But, there 
are also 
flaws in this approach. The first week 
may  run smoothly, but then the 
commuter will find annoying habits in 
his companion. He will grit his teeth 
each morning his friend is ten minutes 
late. His stomach will 
churn  as his 
partner
 incessantly cracks his gum. His 







his eyes on the road. Finally, 
the  ten 
year friendship 







far the windows should be 
rolled
 down. 
The commuter could avoid the 
problems of ride -sharing by driving a 
small, fuel -efficient car. But like the 
others, this solution has built-in 
problems. In a small car, the commuter 
is at the mercy of nature. A puff of wind 
can blow him into a 
ditch, as can a 
passing truck 




























Bug  stuck 
behind




to pass, and 
they refuse to 
spoil 
the fun 
by allowing the 
Volkswagen into 
the  fast lane. So 
the  victim creeps 
along 
at 35 
mph,  breathing 
the
 diesel exhaust 
of the truck 
ahead  and cursing 































faces  traffic 
jams  
where 
cars  moving 
one foot 
every  half 
hour are 













the  sunrise is only exciting for 
a 
week.  









his  electric 
blanket 













































































problems are not 
over
 when he arrives at 
SJSU. He still 
must
 face the agony






 the car seat 
while  at-
tempting to 








 the garage 
searching
 for a parking 
place. 
Generally, he 




is on the roof 
of the 
garage, where
 twice a week he suffers a 
nosebleed.  
When the




 mentally and 
physically 
exhausted.
 He still has
 a full day of 
school ahead 
of
























By Carolyn Sherby 
If
 you find yourself bored 
with  college,  tired of struggling to pass your 
classes,  with 
no hope of entering the above average scholastic range, you 
be playing the 
game
 all wrong. Perhaps you don't belong in classes. 
and could spend your time better at the Pub or 
the  Student Union games room. 
You 
could  be perfecting your Asteroids and Pac-Man technique. 
We've devised this simple test to help you determine if you are really the failure 
you expect yourself to be. Borrow a pencil and rate yourself honestly on the criteria 
listed  below. 
Check each step that you follow faithfully. Add up total score and consult the 




AWAY  THE GREEN SHEET -- 
The true 
flunkee
 does this the first day of class.
 That way he or she 
won't be tempted to look
 at it later on during the semester. 
2 DON'T BUY 
THE TEXTBOOK - - If 
you've  checked #1, 
check 
this
 too, because you can't 
possibly  know what book 
has been assigned.
 
3 BE LATE FOR 
ALL  CLASSES -- This 
means a 
minimum of 10 
minutes.  but 20 minutes late 
should
 be 
your goal. The 
teacher
 should be well into the lecture 
by 
that time, so you will 
be
 sure to disturb the class. 
4 DO NOT ATTEND
 ALL THE CLASSES AND
 LABS -
For a class that 
meets  four times a week, attend 
twice:  for 
a class that meets three
 times a week, attend 
only
 once; 
and for a twice a week 
class,
 show up every other 
week
 or 
not at all. 
5 TURN IN ALL 
ASSIGNMENTS  LATE-- 
Some
 teachers 
will lower a paper 
one grade for each day it is 
late.  A good 
solid week and 
a half late will insure an F 
6 IF YOU HAVE A 
PROBLEM.  DON'T GO SEE THE 
TEACHER -- If 
you  are tempted to see 
your
 instructor, go 
when you know
 she won't be in. Then when 
she asks why 
you never 
seek  her help, tell her she's 
never  in her office - - 
they really hate 
this! 
7 START 
YOUR TERM PAPER AT 
MIDNIGHT  ON THE 
DUE DATE 
-- Allow no more than 
six hours for the paper 
and it will contain all the misspellings, typos,  and poor 
grammar
 that will single it out from
 all the rest. 
8 
FALL
 ASLEEP IN CLASS--
 If you follow #7 
carefully, 
this should require little 




9 DO NOT 




This is no problem 
if you're asleep. If called 
upon
 when 
awake, boldly admit you 
weren't listening and ask 
the 
instructor  to repeat the 
question  
10 DO NOT TAKE 
THE  FINAL EXAM 
This will usually 
guarantee  a failure. 
Although
 it is considered a 
cop-out by 
dedicated  "F" students,  
it is a sure-fire way to 
make





your  teacher. 
If you find 
that
 you are 
faithfully  following 
many of these
 guidelines, 
but  not all of 
them,  here is the 
scale to see how
 you rank: 
1-3 
points  -- Who 
are you trying
 to fool? You
 are not 
equipped  to 
make
 it as a 
student 
failure. You'll




-- Are you 
sure  you 
want
 to be a failure?
 "C's" 
come
 easy to 




 or you're 
just
 going to 
have









 more in the
 "D" range. 
Perhaps 
you  should 
apply




 points -- 






 to  
the
 task of being flunked out
 of school. You are 
obviously
 in the wrong place. To 
find out 
where  you should be. just 
follow the instructions 
on
 the d  .grams below. 




















 or staple 
Put 



























































Leonardo  Da 
Vinci claimed he 
found  it in the 
stains on 
a wall, the ashes 
in a fire, in 
the clouds 






your humble aspirations. 
be
 
assured that the 
person next door 
has it 
and  you 
yourself
 have it 
too, but 
probably
 don't know 
how to use it 
It's
 
intuition,  inspiration, it's 
that  little bird 
who told 
you  so. The 
trick  is to find 
out 
where the
 little bird 





 it back 
for more 




don't  believe 
much
 in little 
birds, or 
don't  have 




 of intuition,  
consider yourself
 
part of the 98 
percent
 of us over the age 
of five who are in 
the same boat. 
Back
 in the days 
before your 
formal  







rather  than 
fantasize,  
you were probably 











creativity  We 
learn





logically -- all 
very necessary for
 success 
in this world -- but



















































 on tap 
Ret;tilar
 every day 

















and that child -like ability 
to see things in 
a fresh and uninhibited way 
regained.
 
The key is free association,
 a term 
Freud developed for use 
in 
psychoanalysis. It's based on 
our 
spontaneous thought processes, and 
allows otherwise stifled ideas to emerge. 
This frees up and stimulates thoughts 
and 
experiences  which are stored in our 
minds, but aren't 
called  up during 
conventional thought. 
It is well known that dreams often 
produce fresh 
ways
 of looking at things. 
The  problem with dreams is that it 
takes practice to 
remember them. 
Although the 
dreaming  mind responds 
ingeniously
 to problems. it often 
presents a solution in symbolic 
form. 
which is 
difficult to interpret and relate 
to day-to-day
 experience. 
Alternative techniques can imitate the 
rich 
metaphoric  style of dreams in 
a 
conscious 
way. One free association 
method is to introduce 
other stimuli in 





For example, perhaps you 
need to 
come up with an original idea or 
theory 
for a term paper or class
 project,  some 
new way of looking at 
or approaching 
an old subject. 





 or at least forget
 about finding 
a 
workable solution for 
the time being. 
Take a walk, look at the pictures in a 
magazine (don't get side-tracked). go 
from object to object in a room and 
examine articles,  furniture. fabrics --
allow anything to come into your mind 




 subject. Try to relate what you 
see
 to your problem in some way. Like 
Newton and his apple.
 it's possible 
you'll 
hit  upon some relationship 
that 
brings  a  unique solution to mind. 
One more disciplined technique 
which
 builds on free association to 
encourage creativity is Synectics.
 In-
ventor W.J.J. Gordon introduced
 this 
method in an effort to encourage what 
he thought were the psychological 
elements of creavity: detachment, 
deferment and speculation. 
Ultimately developed into a means of 
group problem -solving by George M. 





















consider  the 
obvious 
solutions.  












Think  first 
of an 


























want  to 
say 
or do. If it's 
an invention,
 say for a 
new 






 lock or 
mental
 block that describes
 a closure. 
Now, take a day off or do 
something  
else to detach 
yourself  from the problem 
for a while. When you come
 back to it, 
you will be dealing with a new ap-
proach: to find two more words which 
describe the basic quality of your 
analogy. Make it descriptive, as if you 
were looking for a title to a book. If you 
chose "mental block," your analogy 




you've  isolated that intrinsic 




 realm. Just as 
DaVinci
 found 
such qualities in ashes, clouds
 and mud, 
one can also 






Let's  take 
oceanography.  What
 is there in 
oceanography
 that could 
relate
 to an 
invisible
 obstacle? 
One  thing that 
comes 
to mind is the
 moon's 







The  next step
 in the game
 -- and it 
does seem to 
be a game 



















































































































































































plays no favorites. We are 
all given the same number of 
hours  in a day. Some of us use 
it 
well,  others don't. We run around
 
feeling 
overwhelmed  and panicky about 
the work we have to do, but
 never start 
it until the last minute.
 
Unfinished tasks, like toothaches,
 
seem to hang around and nag at us no 
matter 
where  we are. They can ruin a 
beautiful
 day at 
the beach,
 or a 
Saturday
 night 




not  necessary to have everything 
completed before we can enjoy time off, 
but
 it is important to know that we have
 
allotted time for each 
assignment  or 
project. Once
 a plan is made, we can go 
to the beach and 
relax because the next 
day. at 9 a.m.,
 we will be at the library 
getting a head start on 
that term paper 
due in one month. 
Following are some 
techniques for 
time management. Look them over and
 
select the 
ones that might work for you. 
The
 time you 
save  will 
definitely
 be your 
own. 
Write 
it down Put 










































































about  all the 
work
 she had to 
do -- 




to pack for her 
husband's  
business trip.




and children can 
be used to 
advantage,















































































































 San Jose  3403 Stevens Creek Blvd., 243-3120 
 San Jose  867 
Blossom
 Hill Rd., 578-5700* 




Los Gatos  15736 Los Gatos Blvd., 
358-1782 
Sunnyvale  592 Mary Ave., 738-2882 
Palo Alto  3929 El Camino
 Real, 493-5115 
San
 Rafael  
999
 
Francisco  Blvd., 
457-3515  
Mill Valley  653 E. 
Blithedale  Ave., 383-6166 
Weekdays 8:30 till 800 Saturdays 9:00 till 4:30 
*Open Sunday 

















guitar for a few
 minutes. Build in "goof-
off" time. If you 
work
 too long, you'll be 
less 
efficient
 and you may be 
tempted  to 
go on a rampage. 
Make 




political science, even 
though you only have ten minutes. It 
will break the 
ice and make it easier to 
return  to later. And sometimes 
knowing
 
that time is limited makes the task seem 
less 
overwhelming.  
Set goals: Take a calendar and write 
down all the due dates for projects, term 
papers, etc. 
Also, write down interim 
goals.  For example, if a term paper is 
due Dec. 
1.
 pick a date for finishing the 
research,
 say Nov. 25. Then pick a date 
for completing the rough draft. Even 
though this sounds simplistic, what is 
written down in specific detail is 100 
percent  more likely to get done than 
vague assignments looming ominously 
in your mind. Just think how virtuous 
you'll feel doing research early. 
Plus 
you'll have time to handle the 
emergencies that inevitably 
come  up. 
Break it down: Whether it 
be a large 
block of time or a big paper, break it into 
smaller pieces. The task will be easier to 
handle. If you have blocked out four 
hours
 of study time, 
don't let it hang 
over you like a pall. Set a time limit: say 
a half hour
 for a chapter. See if you can 
finish it by then. If not, set 
a more 
reasonable goal. Don't spend so long on 
one thing that you get
 bogged down 
and bored. Switch to something else. 
Please do not disturb: Don't 
be afraid to 
put up a "do not disturb" sign
 and set 
aside blocks of time
 away from family 
and friends. A 
friend  of mine piles her 
books into 
her  van and drives to a 
nearby park to work, away from the 
household activities. A few hours in the 
library on 
Saturday,  away from the 
distractions of dorm or home, can 
help  
you accomplish much 
and  make the 
rest of the weekend 
more
 enjoyable. 





 the ice. Take 
paper and pencil and
 begin, "I just can't 
seem




and keep going. 







understand  or 
too much
 information.




 it, or you may
 just 
keep going 










"Dear  Mary, 
I've
 been assigned





 of life 





bounce  a 

















 If you 
don't  have 
a 
lot of 
time,  at 


















When  you're 
not studying,
 enjoy  
whatever
 you are 
doing.  It won't 
be so 










































































and  kids 
By Linda Co[burn 
t's the night before your 
toughest final. You've just 
finished sweeping the marbles 
and crayons from the 
kitchen  table, 
have 
a pot of coffee brewing 
on
 the 
stove, and are 
about  to begin an all 
night study marathon. Suddenly,
 your 
five -year -old son begins to sob in the
 







 If so, you 
are probably a 
single parent. 
Students who
 are single parents often 
agree that one




 deal with is fragmented 
time. Juggling time
 for school and work 
seems diifficult 
enough,
















































































































 where you 
have  




drawer  for your
 child. 
Sometimes
 this means giving up 
a little 
space,
 but it 
makes  cleanup 
after play 
periods  easier 
and quicker 






 will learn 
that it is his 
"special- 
drawer  and 












 work and 
now 
you're
 typing the 
last three pages
 of that 
term 
paper. 
Your  child 
suddenly 
becomes 
bored  playing 
with his toys 
and comes
 to hang on 
your arm 
and  see 
what 
you've
 got on 
your
 desk. Do 
away 
Drawing




























































































allow  you to 
leave 
and pick up 























that  don't 
require  much 
concentration
 when your



















 is likely 
to be 
fragmented
 and save 
your  few precious 
hours 
of uninterrupted










 time, there 
will be 
situations  you 
can't  anticipate. 
Consider 
getting  together
 with two 
or
 
three  friends to 
start a 





















all other babysitting options, there is still 
a solution. As a last resort, use a small 
cassette 









your  child 
with  you and 
leave 
the recorder
 in the 
class  near 
the front 
of the 








 be back 
to pick it 
up,
 and  watch 
the time. 













Drawing by Jessica Kohl. age 4 1/0 
Drawings are courtesy
 of the Francis 
Gotland Child 
Development  Center 
in 




families. 60% of 




 way a single parent 
approaches 
classes and
 study time must by 
necessity  
be different than the way other students 
handle them. The key is organizing the 
limited time available. But most im-
portant,  when your child must be with 
you, 
let him participate in 
some  way. 
Let him feel important, but at the same 




(mono  Retreat) 
Ihe quiet restaurant w ith the sparkle of 
entertainment and 
fine foods. Choosy front 
the house 
specialties
 of cheese fondues or 
quiches:
 or try (he entrees 
which include 
chicken. steak, pork chops,
 fish,  or crepes. 
Come and relax Y. hilt: you enjoy
 the intimate 
atmosphere. entertainment and 




  FONDUES  FINE WINES 









































 in hiding 
when








 to tap 
dance? 
Exercise 

















is at least 
ten  pounds 
overweight











































































 an exercise 




 to the "bread spread:"
 
decreased activity and a 
macaroni -and -
cheese budget combine 
to lard it on 
Caloric cafeteria
 fare and fast food from 
the corner are too
 temptingly con-
venient.
 But a general exercise deficit 
may also be a factor. In 
addition to 
exercising those arms 




 a general 
fitness  





 of an exercise 
program depend 
on the individual's 
physical  and health 
status,  needs and 
goals,






be the most difficult 
for  
college 
students  -- facilities and
 
equipment are 
often  overcrowded, and 
time is narrowed









 impractical. So 
why 
not exercise 
indoors,  at home? 
There is a long 
shopping  list of 
gimmicks and gadgets to help the in-
door exerciser -- some more 
beneficial, others more expensive. You 
can choose from antigravity boots with 
bar ($100).
 
"it's -cheaper -to -pinch -an -
inch"
 calipers
 ($150), or a minigym for 
$2200. 
Adult fitness programs should be 
designed to develop and maintain the 
main  areas of physical fitness:
 
respiratory -cardiovascular endurance, 
flexibility and muscular strength. Based 
on the 
popular and currently accepted 
aerobic exercise theory of Kenneth 
Cooper,  such a program should start 
with  a 10 -to -15 minute 
warm-up
 and 
muscle stretching period, 
include  
endurance activities (i.e., running, fast 
walking. 
swimming and bicycling) which 
can be sustained for a 15 -to -60 
minute  
period, and end with a 5






stationary  cycles,,. 
rowing 




























$300,  takes 
care
 of a slice 
of
 pizza. But 
it would
 take a 

































































Since  it 
takes 










































































 on one leg when
 




sitting down. Do push-ups
 off your desk 
chair.  
For a beautiful change of pace, try 
one 




 "High Pat on Horse" or 
"Step Back and 
Repulse 
Monkey."Cristo-bal 
Mendez  wrote a 
book  in 1553 called 
Book  of Bodily 
Exercise; you should be able to 
design  
your own inexpensive program
 in 
1981. 
"My bias is you can 
do
 it without 
investing anything," says Carol 
Christensen of 




to look at the 
principles  behind why 
you're doing the
 exercises, and then 
adapt. For example, do bicep curls with 
textbooks, working up to en-
cyclopedias." 
Always consult a physician
 before 
beginning
 an exercise program. Wait at 
least
 one hour after a meal, and 
never 
exceed your maximum 
heart rate 
(about 200 beats per 
minute  minus your 
age). You can use 
the diet and exercise 
advice available 
at
 the Student Health 






























with  a friend. 
And  remember, 
singing 






When  all is 
done, 

































rush  is 
one way








































































ball  looks 
like, 












































































and  agility. It 




The court is 20 
feet wide and 40 feet
 
long, with 
walls 20 feet high. 
All  four 
walls and the
 ceiling are in -bounds.
 The 
only 
out-of-bounds  is the 
opening  for 
onlookers




your  ball to fly 
through that 
opening and 
land in the middle
 of 
somebody
 else's game. If 








 the health 
benefits, 
racquetball





 need a partner. Most
 clubs 
offer
 tournaments and have
 an "I Need 
a 
Partner"  bulletin board 
to help players 
meet partners. These 
benefits  aside, 
racquetball's 
popularity  surges during 
the winter 
because  of the indoor quality 
of the game. 




 and darkness 
are not obstacles 
for the racquetball
 player. Yet this 
indoor quality 
does
 add cost to the 
game
 - in the form 
of
 hourly fees or 
yearly 
memberships.  But 
all  in all, it is 
relatively 
inexpensive  game. 
Rates for courts
 vary, but are about 
$5 an hour per 
person.  Prime time, 
usually weekends and between 3 
p.m. 
and 5 p.m.. is the most 
expensive  time 
to play. Non -prime time is cheaper. 
Those courts that are open 24 hours 
have 

















this good, this much in 
style, be over a hundred 
years old? It's a 
Frye  boot. 
Benchcrafted by skilled 
hands




the styles may change 
over  
the  
years, the quality 







 UNIVERSITY AVE. PALO ALTO.
 326-0784 
#7110  $119.75 
Photo




George  Morando delivers a tough 
return to 
Mario  Maldonado at the 
Supreme




are available at 
some clubs. 
Standard 
equipment  is cheap 
and  
simple: 




and T-shirts. However, 
do not 
wear
 running shoes; they are 
designed
 
for forward, not 
lateral  movement. 
Wear tennis or 
basketball
 shoes instead. 
Racquets can 
be rented at the clubs
 
for about a 
dollar,  or purchased for as 
low as $7. Brand name
 racquets start in 
the $20-$30 range, 
and it would be 
wise to 
invest in one if you plan 
on 
playing with any
 regularity or expertise. 
Balls cost from $2.50 to 
$4 for cans of 
two. Don't bother with 
sweatbands  or 
gloves, but eye goggles, about $10.  are 
highly recommended. 
Eager beginners 
can easily learn 
the 





 are available at 
SJSU  or 
the local YMCA. The 
club pros will 
teach you for $10 to $20 an hour.
 
As in any 
sport, it is important
 to 
warm 
up and cool down slowly. Leg 
stretches 
and toe touches are good 
for 
warming up. Cool down by walking
 
around the 
court  awhile. Never sit 
down
 
or collapse on 
the floor immediately 
after playing. And although
 beginning 
players need only know the
 simple rules 
and how to swing their arms to consider 
themselves bona fide racquetball 
players, it is still a strenuous game. Just 
remember not to overexert yourself. As 
with any sport that's new to 
you,
 take it 






AND SAVE IT! 
Here







Rip a out and








wherever you keep 
that
 sow of Ming. 
All skis are
 new or like -- new.
 K-2 (official skis 
of 
the winter
 Olympics) and 
Tyrolia  step-in bindings
 
with brakes. 
Now you can 
pick  'em up Wed-
nesday -- bring 
'em back on Monday
 at the two 
day 
rate.  
Skis, Poles, & Boots 15.00 
22.00
 28.00 















Powder Pants  
6.00 
4.00 10.00 
Parkas   
6.00 
11.00 10.00 




Ski Racks  6.00 
4.00 10.00  




ICeity Pack  8.00 
10.00 12.00 
Sleisping Bag  
5.00 









Skis, Soots & 
Poles  ...12.00 14.00 
16.00  
Skis 
only   8.00 
9.00 10.00 




  3.00 6.00 7.00 
CROSS 
COUNTRY 
Skis, Poles, II loots  14.00 16.00 
15.00  





Country Soots- 6.00 7.00 
8.00 












Nem Mary.  
Phone 226.5S3S 
TOWN & COUNTRY 
VILLAGE 
San Joie 




























 did you 




many  places 
around 
campus  that 
can 





for great buys 
in clothing? 
"Not
 for me," you 





















 to the 









include  a 
poodle skirt 
from the 
1950s, or a 
chic 
wool suit that






are  a 

















 in a 
converted  
house  at 

























































































































































































workmanship. The wools 
are heavier 
and more durable than what 
you  can 
buy today. The buttons
 are sometimes 
porcelain,  and 
there  is not a shred of 
polyester
 in evidence. 
Other vintage clothing outlets in the 
area are listed below: 
Eleanor's Discount Fashions, 720 
University Ave . Los Gatos: Specializes 
in ladies clothing and accessories, from 
evening gowns to scarves. No men's 
clothing. 
Pandora's Box, 865 S. San Tomas 
Aquino Rd Campbell: Wide variety of 
women's clothes but no men's fashions. 
Yours 8c  Mine Thrift Shop. 1080 
Saratoga Ave.. San Jose: Features a 
wide variety 
of clothing for men. 
women and children.
 
The Trading Post, 1589 Meridian 
Ave., San Jose: Carries women's 
clothing only, sizes 3 to 20. Casual 
clothes
 to evening wear. Up-to-date 
styles as well, new or like new. 
Living on a student's budget is no 
easy matter,  but 
with
 a little ingenuity. 
getting by can
 be a lot more fun. 
-Sweet Pea- owner. Ruth Nichols 
displays  an example of classic 
vintage clothing 








By Gina Becker 
n a society filled with designer 


















does the pennywise 
college student turn 
for stylish but reasonable clothing? Most 
students have one 
objective  when 
shopping:  to get the most for the 
dollar. 
There are many discount stores
 in the 
San Jose area that offer a good buy
 for 
a quality item. The 
Factory
 Store, 
located at 145 West 
Santa  Clara St., 
specializes in clothing that originates 
from Los Angeles manufacturers.
 Some 




boutiques  at the end of the 
season. All sales are final and the store 
is open Monday through Saturday from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Fashion -Aire. 1375 Blossom
 Hill 
Road,  has stocked their store with 
budget fashions
 at reduced prices. Most 
of the garments in their 
sportswear 
selection for juniors are priced at 
about  
$15. Despite the discount prices, the 
store has a tasteful environment. 
Another likely spot is Marshall's at 
5160 Stevens
 Creek Blvd. It features a 
department  store selection, with many 
name brands
 selling for less than retail. 
The 
shoe department has excellent 
buys,
 and their clothing departments for 
men, boys, 
women and girls are large 
and diverse. They also have a lingerie 
section. Savings of 20 to 60 percent can 
be found on merchandise
 categorized as 
irregular, 
samples,  or overruns. Some 
labels 
are cut. and Marshall's has a full 
money -back policy if articles are 
returned within 14 days of purchase. 
For overruns of current fashion 
apparel that can be bought in 
big  retail 
stores,  check out Pic -A -Dilly, 842 W. 
Hamilton Ave., Campbell. Specializing 
in women's fashions. Pic -A -Dilly can 
save 
you from 30 to 50 percent. Some 




manufacturer. The longer the clothes 
stay
 on the rack the more they are
 
discounted. Fashion range appeals
 to 
everyone from the mod girl to the most 
conservative matron. 
Before you rush out the door with 
your wallet, a word of caution. Check 
all merchandise thoroughly. If you find 
a flaw, be realistic about whether or not 
it can be successfully 
repaired
 and still 
save you money. Think about whether 
you would really wear the
 gem that 
caught your eye, or whether you just 
















By Nancy Young 
chool's in session and there 
you are, arriving
 in a car 
packed full of living essentials 
and odds and ends that should have 
been left at home. Now it's up 
to you to 
find
 a way of stuffing six square feet of 
"necessities"  into one miniscule dorm 
room. What do you
 do? 
With a little ingenuity you can break 
away from the standard dorm decor of a 
bed, metal desk and nightstand and 
enhance or enlarge 
your living and 
storage space. 
Organize closet space more efficiently 
by stacking colorful plastic containers on 
top 
of
 one another. Shoes, purses, 
hats, sports 
equipment
 and other 
assessories can be stored inside. 
Suitable containers can be found in a 
rainbow of 
colors  in the Lifestyle 
Department
 of Macy's Valley 
Fair for $5 
to $7.50 each. 
As 
an




 try floating in the 
air  on a 
nylon 
hammock.  They 
can be pur-
chased for $5.25 
at Orchard Supply, 
720 W. San 
Carlos  St. To mount 
your  
air bed, use 
one  sheet of plywood. 
Slide
 
the wood across the two 
wall
 shelves 























 of the 
plywood,  
spacing  each 
hook







 walls are 
too bland
 to suit 
your  taste, 
cover  a wall 
with a piece
 of fabric




depends  on the 
piece 
of 
fabric, and can be 
tailored  to your 
budget. 
Use wide -width fabrics and sheets 
because 
they  have fewer seams 
to 
contend with. The easiest way to apply 
the 
fabric  to the wall is by direct stapling. 
Use a 
heavy-duty  stapler that is easy to 
squeeze, or an 
automatic  stapler. Begin 
by stapling
 the first panel along a plumb 
line 
(you can find the plumb line by 
using a piece of 
string,  thumbtack and 
-ltephlkn  
Blakeman  
A creative wall mural
 and lots of greenery enhance 
Colleen  Maitoza's tiny room. 
weight
 -- gravity 
does
 the rest) and 
staple
 downward from 
the ceiling. Extra 
material
 along the ceiling
 and floor 
boards  can be trimmed 











eanne  knew we were 
keeping  a 
stray kitten in our dorm room 
but she had only given
 us a 
token scolding for our infraction of 
the 
rules.  So when we brought in 
our 




 surprised when her only 
comment
 




 RAs are incredibly 
reasonable.
 
Perhaps our resident advisor was so 





 quiche, had 
seen some of its
 finest days in San Jose 
State's dorms. The nice 
things about it 
are that 1) gourmet
 cooking doesn't 
have to be 
complicated.
 2) it's delicious, 
and  3) it's cheap. 
As an ambitious 
student  chef, you 
will need nothing more than a toaster 
oven (or access to the oven downstairs), 
patience, and five dollars. 
So jump into your Nikes and sprint 
past those leering winos to the Lucky's 
store 
on
 Santa Clara street. The few 
ingredients






portions  of Quiche 
Lorraine
 are: 
a deep-dish frozen pie crust 





a small onion 
a small can of real bacon bits 
fresh fruit  
You will also 
need  eating utensils. 
plates, 
napkins,  a one -quart bowl, and 
something to drink (fresh
-squeezed 
orange juice is exquisite with 
quiche.)  
After you have safely negotiated your 
precarious path back to the dorm, pour 
the
 half-and-half into a metal or glass 
container and heat it in the 
toaster  oven 
until  small bubbles form around the 
edge of the surface. This will speed the 
cooking time of your quiche. 
Break three eggs 
into the bowl and 
beat them quickly with 
a fork until they 
are lemon -colored. Pour the hot 
half-
and-half into the beaten eggs, add one 
level teaspoon of ground nutmeg, and 
stir well. 
Grate or finely chop the 
cheese --
enough to fill half 
a measuring cup. 
Peel and chop the small onion and mix 
it with the cheese adding the bits of 
bacon.
 
Sprinkle  the bacon, cheese, and 
onion over the bottom of one 
of the 
thawed  pie crusts. Your pie pan may 
not fit into your oven, so slide
 your 
thumbs underneath the outermost half - 
inch of the dough and the flat outer rim 
of the 
pan. Bend the
 metal rim to 
stand up straight 
and  let the dough 
lean 
against it. If the




 oven or 
bribe  the RA 
into letting 
you  use the one 
downstairs.  
Gently
 pour the 
milk -and -egg 
mixture 
into the Crust and 
slide the pan 
into the













comes  out 
clean.  
Let 
the  quiche rest 
while  you slice the 
fruit: the
 quiche needs 
to
 set, and all its 
subtle  flavors present
 themselves 
most  







cover  them with 










panel one or 
several  walls with 
mirrored 
tiles, available













don't  need to 
be doomed
 to life 
in a 
bland  dorm room.




 a dash 
of
 innovation,
 and some 
derring-do 
you can 






It took Bill Brenchley 
and his 
roommate
 three days to 
erect this 
wooden  bunkben with plenty of 
storage 
space. 

















 Your Last Day 
With Us 
"Student

















 San Jose 
Corner  of N. San 







   
HAPPY  HOUR*   
3.00 pm 
to 6:00 pm 












































































































































these televised monitors wi 
Schedule of Classes. 
In the past 
students  Y 
paper handed
 out in the b 
ment. 
According to Jerry E 
Records, it was suggested
 
changes. The suggestion v 
Harrison McCreath. 






"It helped to have thi 
back to the department," 
missions and Records man 
Five departments ha 
English, communications 
counselor education. 
Other departments eit 
schedule information for th 
The monitors allow stu 
cycle is repeated every flu  
times will be longer, acco 
the computer twice a week. 
Admissions and Recor 
Instructional Television C( 




 will opel 
operation into walk-throug 
The hours of operation are 
In the future Hartsh
 
campus, 




 project is planned 
shorn. He said through
 
thiu 
comments which should he 
Hartshorn added that 
to them. It's not a mandato 
Hartshorn said as th( 
bcipating, the cycle time 
minutes.  
He said 
variations  wil 
Revisions
 in class time, r 
notes are listed.









Hoover Hall resider 
son not only 
got somet 
helping child abuse 
victi  










abused,  Thon 










small  cot 







funding is limited. 
The program obtaii 
bill provides $30,000 wl 
explained. This 
year's  n 
Daughters  and 
Sot 




DeNoyer  sa 
Daughters and 
So 









Often  the child is MI 
normal 
thing to happen 
"The real 
problem i 
have trusted," she said. 
The average age r. 
according to DeNoyer. 
The molested child 
said.  
"Usually the most 
mother," DeNoyer sail 
didn't 
believe her when 
feels like a 
total  failure ; 
A woman who 
was 
the damaging effects 
frightened of men while 
Reports of molestal 
DeNoyer. The child abi 
department. Reports co 
